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Abstract. Simpler proofs of results about algebraic dependence are given in

the domain of arithmetic functions under addition and convolution and in the

domain of Dirichlet series. Better measures of differential transcendence are

derived in the latter case.

1. Introduction

By arithmetic functions we mean complex-valued functions whose domain

is the set of positive integers. The convolution (or Dirichlet product) of two

arithmetic functions / and g are defined by

(f*g)(n) = Yf^SU)-
ij=n

For brevity, we write f*k for f * f * ■ ■ ■ * f (k times). It is well known that

sf , the set of all arithmetic functions, is an integral domain under addition and

convolution [1,4, 8]. The domain sf has two other representations: one as the

domain of formal Dirichlet series and the other as the domain of formal power

series in a countable set of indeterminates [4, 11, 12]. The function u, defined

by u(n) = 1 if « = 1 and u(n) — 0 otherwise, plays the role of the identity

with respect to * . Following [8], we define the k th zeta function by

Ck(n) = nk.

Many well-known arithmetic functions are known to be related to different zeta

functions [3, 8], e.g.,

p*Co = u,        d = Q2,    er = Co * Ci,     <P = Ci *M = Ci *Co-1>

where p is the Möbius function, d(n) the number of divisors of «, a(n) the

sum of the divisors of « , and 4> the Euler function. A set of arithmetic func-

tions fx, ... , f is said to be (ordinarily) algebraically dependent if there ex-

ists a nontrivial polynomial P(XX, ... , Xr) with complex coefficients such that
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P(f\, ■■■ , fi) = 0. This kind of dependence was first investigated by Bellman

and Shapiro [2]. They showed that £i , </>, d , a , p , and 2" are algebraically

independent, where v(n) is the number of distinct primes dividing « ; see also

[ 18] for a short proof of a smaller case. Because of its application to two other

representations, it is more natural to consider not ordinary algebraic depen-

dence, but *-algebraic dependence that is defined as follows: a set of arithmetic

functions f, ... , f is said to be *-algebraically dependent if there exists a

nontrivial polynomial P(XX, ... , Xr) := £\;)a^)X[' ■■■ X1/ with complex co-

efficients such that P(fx, ... , f) := ¿^(;) a^ff'' ■ ■ ■ f*'r = 0 and is said to be
^-algebraically independent otherwise. The first investigation of ^-algebraic de-

pendence appeared in [3]. There it was shown by elementary means that for

nonnegative integers r and s, the functions Co, ■ ■ • , Cr, Qo, ■■■ , Qs are *-

algebraically independent, where Qk(n) = nk if « is squarefree and Qk(n) = 0

otherwise. Popken [11] considered *-algebraic dependence in a more general

setting of functions defined over a unique factorization semigroup with values

in a ring. His main results give necessary conditions for *-algebraic depen-

dence. This was done by analyzing the Taylor expansion of the polynomial

representing dependence. In subsequent papers [13, 14] he made applications

to Dirichlet series and multiplicative arithmetic functions.

In the direction of Dirichlet series, Popken [15] also gave a measure for the

so-called differential transcendence of certain Dirichlet series closely connected

to the Riemann zeta function. More recent works are due to Shapiro [ 16] and

Shapiro and Sparer [17]. In [16] a number of basic important notions such as

derivation and valuation were developed, while in [17] the authors considered,

among other things, algebraic independence of Dirichlet series and transcen-

dence over C[C], where Ç is the Riemann zeta function.

In this paper we give a simpler proof of ^-algebraic dependence criteria, due

to Popken [11], which actually reveals systematically how to derive more refined

conditions. We also obtain measures for differential transcendence of certain

Dirichlet series superseding those established by Popken [15]. The improve-

ments arise from the use of derivations as expounded in [16].

A derivation d over si is a mapping of s¿ into itself satisfying

d(f *g) = df*g + f*dg, d(cxf + c2g) = cxdf + c2 dg for all /, g in
$? and complex constants cx , c2 [16]. Two typical examples of derivation

that will be repeatedly used are

(i) log-derivation (dxf)(n) = f(n) logn;

(ii) basic (or p-basic) derivation, p rational prime, (dpf)(n) = f(np)vp(np),

where vp(n) denotes the exponent of the highest power of p dividing

«.

2.   *-ALGEBRAIC DEPENDENCE

Results concerning *-algebraic dependence have been obtained by many au-

thors [3, 6, 7, 11, 12, 17]. Our objective in this section is to illustrate the power

and use of derivations by offering a much simpler and more revealing proof of

conditions for ^-algebraic dependence first established by Popken [11].

Theorem 1. If the arithmetic functions fx, ... , fr are ^-algebraically dependent

then there exist complex numbers c¡, cu   (1 < i < j < r), not all 0, such that
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the relations,

r

¿>/;íp) = o,
1=1

YCifi(P2)+     E     Cyfi(p)fj(p)^0,
1=1 l<l'</<>

Y c'f'(P^ +    E    cy(f(p)fj(q) + fi(q)fj(p)) = 0,
1 = 1 !<'<><'•

hold simultaneously for all primes p, q(^ p) except finitely many.

Proof. Consider a polynomial (in x, ... , f) with complex coefficients

Q(n) = YaC)fr*---*f*Hn).
(')

Taking /z-basic derivation, we get

r

(2.0) dpQ(n) = YQj* dpfj{n)

where

a (== f§ ) = Ewr • ■ ••./?<-. -./;'■■
Expanding out, we have

r

(2.1) Q(pn)vp(pn) = E E QÁs)fj(pt)vp(pt).
j=Xst=n

If f\, ... , f are »-algebraically dependent, then there exists such a nontrivial

polynomial Q vanishing for all « . We may assume that Q has the least total

degree. Since Qj is a polynomial of lower total degree, then there exists a

positive integer «o such that (2/(«o) #0 for some j, while Qj(n) — 0 for all

j and « < «o. Putting « = «o into (2.1) and using »-algebraic dependence,

we arrive at
r

0 = Q(pn0)vp(pn0) = Y QAno)fj(P) »
v'=i

which is the first assertion. Taking another /z-basic derivation in (2.0), we get

r r      r

(2.2) d2Q(n) = YQj* tffA") + E E Ö/* * dpfj * dpfkW
7 = 1 7 = 1 k=\

where

¿pôy = l^Qjk*dpfk.
k=l

Let «i be a positive integer such that Qj(n) = Qjk(n) = 0 for « < nx and all

j , k , while Q./(«i) / 0 for some j or Qjk(nx) / 0 for some j , k . Expanding
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and putting « = nx in (2.2) leads to

r

o = Y2QAnx)fAp2) + YQj^)fAp)fk(p),
7=1 ;,*

which is the second assertion of the theorem. On the other hand, if we take

<?-basic derivation (q / p) of (2.0) and proceed in the same manner, we get the

third assertion and this completes the proof.

Remarks, (i) It becomes clear from the proof of the theorem how higher order

conditions for »-algebraic dependence can be derived. Note also the ease of

deriving these conditions here in contrast to the equating of Taylor coefficients

in [11].
(ii) Through isomorphism, it follows from Theorem 1 that the Riemann zeta

function does not satisfy an algebraic differential-difference equation. This is

a classical result of Ostrowski [9], referred to several times by Popken [11, 13,

14].

3. Dirichlet series

A (formal) Dirichlet series is a series of the form D(s) = ¿"]^i f(n)ln¡ where

/(«) are complex numbers. As mentioned in §1 the totality of such Dirichlet

series, 3¡, is isomorphic to srf and hence is an integral domain with respect

to addition and usual multiplication. The log-derivation in s>f corresponds to

the usual differentiation with respect to s in 31, and we use the same notation.

Also, with no confusion, both in 2> and in j/ , we employ the same notation

for /z-basic derivation, i.e.,

dpD(s) = YdPf(n)/ns;

~

p-basic derivation is indeed a derivation in S as can be directly checked. A

Dirichlet series is termed differentially algebraic if it satisfies a nontrivial alge-

braic differential equation with complex coefficients and is termed differentially

transcendental otherwise; here differential refers to the log-derivation, or, what

is the same thing, differentiation with respect to s . Our main concerns now are

to make quantitative the following two results:

(i) the Dirichlet series with nonzero /?th coefficients, for infinitely many

primes p, are differentially transcendental (Ostrowski [9] ); this of course

includes the case of Riemann zeta function;

(ii) the Riemann zeta function does not satisfy a nontrivial algebraic differen-

tial-difference equation.

Such quantitative results are provided through the use of measure of differential

transcendence, which is defined to be the valuation of an algebraic expression

representing differential or differential-difference algebraicity.

Let / be in stf . The valuation of / is defined to be (Shapiro [16], Popken

[15]) l/l = l/«o where «o is the smallest positive integer such that /(«o) ^ 0.

Correspondingly, for Dirichlet series D(s) — \^f(n)/ns, its valuation is defined

to be the same value, i.e., |D| = |/|. It is readily checked that this is a valid

valuation in the two domains. Indeed, both valuations are non-archimedean.

We now proceed by proving an auxiliary result that renders more precise

information than Lemma 1 of Popken [15].
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Theorem 2. Let P(Xq , ... , Xr) be a nontrivial polynomial with complex coef-

ficients and let D(s) = Y,f(n)/ns be in 2.  Formally, put as an element in

P(D,D',...,D^):= YFin)]n°,

and

ß P
Pf(If-,D',...>pi^)^^(D-,D',...-,^):=YFA")/^-

Then for any positive intger n and any prime p, we have

r

F(pn)v(pn) = YY,f(PVv(PkK-l°ZPkyFAn/k)
7=0 k\n

and

r

F(n)logn = ££/(fc)(-logfcV-'+1F;(n/fc),
7=0 k\n

where v(n) — vp(n) is the exponent of the highest power of p dividing « .

Proof. For prime p , let d :— dp be its p-basic derivation. Then

dP(D,D',...,D^) = YdDU)^r(D,D',...,D^),
7=0 J

i.e.,

YF(pn)v(pn)/ns = Y    Y^pn^~Xo^Pn">iv^n">lnS    \Y^FAn)lnS
n>\ 7=0   \«>1 /    \n>l

The first assertion of the theorem follows by interchanging the order of sum-

mation of the right-hand side and equating the coefficients of n~s. The second

assertion is obtained analogously using log-derivation.

Theorem 3. Let D(s) = J2 f(n)/nS be in 2, and let P(Xc¡, ... , Xr) be a non-
trivial polynomial with complex coefficients and of total degree g. If f(p) ^ 0

for each prime p, then there exists a positive, absolute, and computable constant

c such that

i   v   . ñ~^2-t¡ ifr = 0.

Proof. If degP = 0, then clearly \P(D, D', ... , Z)W)| = 1. If deg/> = 1,
then we can write

r

P(X0,...,Xr) = a + YajXj,

7=0

with the coefficients a¡ not all vanishing simultaneously. Using the notation of

Theorem 2, we see by equating coefficients that for « > 2,

r

F(n) = f(n)YaA-^gnY.
7=0
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Since the polynomial Y?jmOaJ^ nas at most r zeros and f(p) ^ 0 for each

prime p, it follows that among the values at the first r + 1 primes, F(px), ... ,

F(pr+X), at least one must be nonzero. Therefore, \P(D, D', ... , D(r))| > p~^x .

By Chebychev's inequality (Apóstol [1]), there exists a positive, absolute, and

computable constant c such that pr < cr log r. Substituting this estimate, we

get the theorem in this case.

We now proceed by induction on deg P. Let P be of total degree g +1 > 2,

and assume that the assertion has already been proved for polynomials of total

degree < g. Consequently, unless P¡ := dP/dXj vanishes identically, we must

have by induction

\Pj(D, D',..., D^r))\ >B~X,    where B = (c(r + 1) log(z- + 1))*.

Using the terminology of Theorem 2, we have that not all of the [B] vectors

(^■(l))^,...,^^]))^

can be zero vectors. Let (Fj(m))j=0 (1 < m < [B]) be the first nonzero vector

in this sequence so that

Fj(d) = 0   for 1 < d < m - 1, 0 < j < r.

Using the first assertion of Theorem 2 and the minimality of m, we get

r

F(pm)v(pm) = f(p) Y aj(m)(\ogp)J,

7=0

where a;(m) = (-\)jFj(m), with at least one a,(m) # 0. It follows by the same

arguments as in the previous case that among the r + 1 values F(pxm), ... ,

F(pr+Xm) (we drop the v(/zm)-factors for they are never 0), at least one must

be nonzero, i.e., there exists a positive integer ./V of the form pm such that

F(N) t¿ 0 and, by Chebychev's inequality,

1<N< pr+x[B] < (c(r + l)log(z- + 1))*+1.

Hence, Theorem 3 follows by induction.

Remarks, (i) The proof of Theorem 3 given above is essentially that of Popken

[15], while that of Theorem 2 above is different and much simpler. The measure

established by Popken was of the form eg log g(r + 2) log2(r + 2))~g , which is

much worse.

(ii) Clearly, Theorem 3 can also be derived under a weaker hypothesis that

f(p) / 0 for infinitely many primes p .

A slightly different analysis of the proof of Theorem 3 leads to the following

qualitative result.

Theorem 4. Let D(s) — Y^,f(n)/ns be in 2. If D is differentially algebraic,
then those « for which f(n) ■£ 0 contain only finitely many prime factors.

Proof. Using the same terminology as in the proofs of Theorems 2 and 3, we
see that

r

0 = F(pm)v(pm) = f(p)Yaj(m)(l°eP)J-
7=0
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Since the polynomial factor on the right-hand side has only finitely many zeros,

then for all primes sufficiently large, say p > po , we get f(p) = 0. Furthermore,

by the results of Theorem 2, for p > po , we have

r

0 = F(p- 2m)v(p •2m) = YJ2 f(pk)v(pk)(- \ogpk)j F¡(2m/k)
7=0 k\lm

r

= f(2p)v(2p) Y(-^g2pYFj(m),
7=0

using the defining property of m and the fact that f(p) = 0. Thus

/(2p) = 0   (p>Po).

In general, for each positive integer k and all primes p > po, we have by

induction that f(kp) = 0, which implies the assertion of the theorem.

An interesting corollary to Theorem 4 is the following result, whose weaker

form was first given by Popken [15].

Theorem 5. Let D(s) be a Dirichlet series and Ç(s) be the Riemann zeta func-

tion. If D satisfies an algebraic differential equation with complex coefficients of

order r and total degree g, then

\r- n\> i{c{r+ l)lo&{r+ 1))_s   1fr*l>

14       Ul2.-* ifr = 0,

where c is a positive, absolute, and computable constant.

Proof. Since D formally satisfies P(D, D', ... , Z5(r)) = 0, where P is a non-

trivial polynomial with complex coefficients of total degree g. Using the Taylor

expansion for polynomial, we get

P(C, C\ ... , C(r)) - Y(CU) - D^)Pj(D, £»',..., D«)
7=0

+    Y    (CU)-DU))(t{k)-DW)Pjtk(D,D',...,D^)
0<j<k<r

+ higher order terms,

where P¡, Pjfk, ... denote the terms connected with higher order partial

derivatives of P. Observe that for 0 < i, j < r we have

0 = |CO)-i>o)|< \C-D\<1,

\Pj(D, D', ... , D^)\ < 1, \Pj,k(D, ZV, ... , Z)W)| < 1, ... .

Applying Theorem 3 and the non-archimedean property of the valuation, we

have the desired result.

Our final result gives a measure for differential-difference transcendence of

the Riemann zeta function. Since the proof runs in a manner similar to that of

Theorem 3, we merely sketch it.
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Theorem 6. Let Q(XXX, ... , XXj, ... , X¡x, ... , Xu) be a nontrivial polyno-

mial of total degree g with complex coefficients. Let tx < t2 < ■ ■ ■ < t¡ be an

increasing sequence of I real numbers and 0 < rx < r2 < ■ ■ ■ < rj = r be an

increasing sequence of J nonnegative integers. Put dj(s) = Ç<-rj\s _ U) arid

o(Ç) = ô(Cii,...,Ciy,...,C/i,...,C/y)- Then

\Q(0\>{(r+l)I}S{clog(r+l)I}-s+l,

where c is a positive, absolute, computable constant.

Proof. If degQ = 0 then \Q(Q\ = 1. If degß = 1, then as in the proof of
Theorem 3, the coefficients of Q(Q, considered as a Dirichlet series, take the

form

^^«''(-log«)^.
i,j

This is an exponential polynomial with real and distinct frequencies t¡ and with

nontrivial polynomial coefficients. By a well-known theorem (see, e.g., Gelfond

and Linnik [5, Lemma 1, Chapter 12] or Polya-Szegö [10, Problem 15, p. 46]),
this exponential polynomial has at most (r + 1)1 - 1 real zeros, and this gives

the theorem when g = 1 . The general case follows by induction in the same

manner as that of Theorem 3.
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